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 In this paper we describe when a monoid algebra K S is a noetherian PI
domain which is a maximal order. Our work relies on the study of the height one
 primes of K S and of the minimal primes of the monoid S and leads to a
characterization purely in terms of S. It turns out that the primes P intersecting S
plays a crucial role, and therefore we reduce the problem to certain ‘‘local’’
monoids S , that is, monoids with only one minimal prime. However, we illustrateP
by examples that such monoids and their algebras are much more complicated than
the discrete valuation rings arising in the commutative case. Our work is based on
the results of Brown concerning the group ring case and of Anderson and
Chouinard on commutative monoid rings. We also rely on the description of
noetherian monoid algebras obtained earlier by the authors.  2001 Academic Press
It remains an unsolved problem to characterize when an arbitrary
 semigroup algebra K S over a field K is a prime noetherian maximal
 order. In case S is a commutative monoid, Anderson 1, 2 proved that
 K S is a prime noetherian maximal order if and only if S is a submonoid
of a finitely generated torsion-free abelian group, S satisfies the ascending
chain condition on ideals, and S is a maximal order in its group of
 quotients. More generally, Chouinard 7 proved that an abelian monoid
 algebra K S is a Krull domain if and only if S is a submonoid of a
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torsion-free abelian group which satisfies the ascending chain condition on
cyclic subgroups and S is a Krull order in its group of quotients. Moreover,
 in this situation, the class group of K S equals the class group of S. This
 simplifies the calculation of the class group of K S in several concrete
 examples, and it also shows that the height one primes of K S determined
by the minimal primes of S are crucial. Brown characterized group
 algebras K G of a polycyclic-by-finite group G that are noetherian prime
 maximal orders 3 . This turns out to be always the case if G is a finitely
Ž  generated torsion-free abelian-by-finite group equivalently, K G is a
.noetherian PI domain . In this situation all height one primes are princi-
pally generated by a normal element. So, in the terminology of Chatters
   and Jordan 6 , K G is a unique factorization ring.
Apart from these two cases, an answer to the question has only been
obtained if one considers some special classes of semigroups or some
special classes of maximal orders. For example, this was done for binomial
 semigroups and more generally semigroups of I-type 9, 13 and for Malcev
 nilpotent semigroups 15 . On the other hand, the problem has been solved
 for the class of principal ideal rings 12 , and for a special class of PI
 domains which are unique factorization rings 16 .
 In this paper we describe noetherian PI domains K S which are
maximal orders. The starting point is the description of noetherian alge-
 bras K S for a submonoid S of a polycyclic-by-finite group. Because of
Ž  .Chin and Quinn’s result on graded rings see 19 , this happens precisely
when S satisfies the ascending chain condition on left and right ideals. In
 14 it is shown that such S is finitely generated and has modulo its unit
Žgroup an abelian-by-finite group of quotients see Theorem 1.1 in Section
.1 . Therefore, understanding the PI case may be crucial for dealing with
 the general problem of describing when K S is a prime noetherian
maximal order. Indeed, recall that if S is a submonoid of a finitely
 generated group G, then K S is a PI-algebra if and only if S has a group
Ž  .of quotients that is abelian-by-finite cf. Chapter 19 in 18 ; furthermore,
     if K S is a PI-algebra, then K S is left noetherian if and only if K S is
right noetherian. In case G is also torsion-free or if S satisfies the
Ž .1ascending chain condition on left ideals then the localization SZ S of S
Ž . Ž  .with respect to its centre Z S is the group of quotients of S cf. 14, 16 .
Also recall that a prime PI ring is left noetherian if and only if it is right
noetherian; and these conditions are equivalent with the ascending chain
Ž  .condition on two-sided ideals see, for example, 17 .
Therefore, in this paper we consider submonoids S of a finitely gener-
ated torsion-free abelian-by-finite group G which satisfy the ascending
chain condition on left and right ideals. Obviously, in noetherian maximal
orders, height one primes play a crucial role. The height one primes not
 1 intersecting S come from primes in the group ring K SS and hence
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they can be handled using Brown’s results. The crucial point in our
investigation is that the other height one primes are generated by their
Žintersection with S this is a nontrivial consequence of the assumption that
.G is torsion-free . So, in the first instance we deal with the homogeneous
information, that is, with the properties of semigroup maximal orders S, in
particular with the prime spectrum of S. This is the content of Section 2.
Ž .In Section 3 we prove the main results Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.8
 describing noetherian maximal orders K S in terms of the properties of
S. Namely, S should satisfy the ascending chain condition on one-sided
ideals and it should be a maximal order so that certain ‘‘localizations’’ SP
of S at minimal primes P of S only have one minimal prime. In case S is
commutative these S automatically satisfy the latter condition and theyP
actually are ‘‘discrete valuation semigroups.’’ However, in the noncommu-
tative case the structure of such semigroups is much more complicated, as
illustrated by several examples in Section 4. Section 1 is devoted to some
background on noetherian semigroup algebras, PI maximal orders, and
primes in graded rings.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Recall that it is still an open problem when a group algebra over a field
K is noetherian. The only groups for which this is known to hold are the
polycyclic-by-finite groups G, and it is conjectured that these are the only
such groups. In case S is a submonoid of G, one can consider the
 semigroup algebra K S as a G-graded ring. Hence it follows from Chin
Ž  .  and Quinn’s result see, for example, Theorem 1.3.7 in 19 that K S is
 left noetherian if and only if K S satisfies the ascending chain condition
on G-homogeneous left ideals, that is, S satisfies the ascending chain
 condition on left ideals. In 14 monoids satisfying the ascending chain
condition on left and right ideals have been characterized as follows.
Recall that an element s of S is said to be normal if Ss sS. The set of
Ž . Ž .normal elements of S is denoted by N S , and Z S stands for the centre
of S.
THEOREM 1.1. Let S be a submonoid of a polycyclic-by-finite group. Then,
S satisfies the ascending chain condition on right and left ideals if and only if
the group of quotients G SS1 of S contains a normal subgroup H of finite
index and a normal subgroup FH such that SH is a finitely generated
Ž .monoid, F S, and HF is abelian. Moreoer, in this case, S and N S are
Ž .finitely generated monoids, and eery ideal of S intersects N S ; in particular,
Ž .1G SN S .
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This result indicates that the PI case may be a crucial step for dealing
with the general problem of describing noetherian semigroup algebras that
Ž  .are prime maximal orders. Recall cf. Corollary 19.13 in 18 that if S is a
 finitely generated cancellative monoid and K is a field, then K S is a
PI-algebra if and only if S has an abelian-by-finite group of fractions
1   1SS . The proof of Corollary 3.4 given in 14 also shows that SS 
Ž .1SZ S in case S also satisfies the ascending chain condition on left
Ž .ideals or equivalently, the ascending chain condition on right ideals . On
Ž  .the other hand, it is well known cf. 18 that any submonoid of an
Ž .arbitrary abelian-by-finite group G has a two-sided group of fractions
1 1 1 Ž .-1 ŽSS  S S. If, moreover, G is torsion-free then SS  SZ S see,
 . Ž  .for example, 16 . Recall cf. 19 that a group algebra of a polycyclic-by-
finite group H is a domain if and only if H is torsion-free. So we obtain
the following consequence.
PROPOSITION 1.2. For a monoid S and a field K , the monoid algebra
 K S is a noetherian PI-domain if and only if S satisfies the ascending chain
Ž .condition on right ideals or equialently, left ideals and S embeds into a
finitely generated torsion-free abelian-by-finite group. In this case, SS1 
Ž .1SZ S .
Ž .The group of invertible elements of a monoid S is denoted by U S . For
Ž .a subset X of a group G, by gr X we denote the subgroup of G
² :generated by X and X is the submonoid of G generated by X.
Ž .We recall some notation and terminology on maximal orders. As these
Žare familiar for rings, we state them in the semigroup context see, for
 .example, 20 . A cancellative monoid S which has a left and right group of
quotients G is called an order. Such a monoid S is called a maximal order
if there does not exist a submonoid S of G properly containing S and
such that aSb S for some a, b	G. For subsets A and B of G we
Ž .  4 Ž .  4define A : B  g	G  gB A and A : B  g	G  Bg A . Notel r
Ž . Ž .that S is a maximal order if and only if I : I  I : I  S for everyl r
fractional ideal I of S. The latter means that SIS I and cI, Id S for
Ž . Ž .some c, d	 S. If S is a maximal order, then S : I  S : I for anyl r
Ž .fractional ideal I; we simply denote this fractional ideal by S : I or by
I1. A fractional ideal I is said to be diisorial if I I , where I
Ž Ž ..S : S : I . The divisorial product I J of two divisorial ideals I and J is
Ž . Ž .defined as IJ . With this operation, the set D S of divisorial fractional
ideas is an abelian group.
ŽLet S be a cancellative monoid which is an order. Recall see, for
 .example, 20 that S is said to be a Krull order if and only if S is a
maximal order satisfying the ascending chain condition on integral diviso-
rial ideals, that is, divisorial fractional ideals contained in S. In this case
Ž .the group D S is free abelian. If every ideal of S contains a central
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Ž .element for example, if the group of quotients of S is abelian-by-finite , it
Ž .  follows that the minimal primes of S form a free basis for D S 20 .
Similarly a prime Goldie ring R is said to be a Krull order if R is a
maximal order that satisfies the ascending chain condition on divisorial
integral ideals. Although there are several notions of noncommutative
Krull orders, for rings satisfying a polynomial identity all these notions are
the same. In the next theorem we collect some of the essential properties
 of these orders. For details we refer the reader to 4, 5 . For a ring R and
an Ore set C of regular elements in R we denote by R the classicalC
localization of R with respect to C. The classical ring of quotients of a
Ž .prime Goldie ring R is denoted by Q R . The prime spectrum of R iscl
Ž . 1Ž .denoted by Spec R , the set of height one prime ideals of R by X R .
Similarly, the prime spectrum of a monoid S and the set of minimal prime
Ž . 1Ž .ideals of S are denoted by Spec S and X S , respectively. Further,
Ž .dim S denotes the supremum of the lengths of chains of prime ideals
of S.
THEOREM 1.3. Let R be a prime Krull order satisfying a polynomial
identity. Then the following properties hold.
Ž . 1Ž .1 The diisorial ideals form a free abelian group with basis X R .
Ž . 1Ž . Ž . 1Ž Ž ..2 If P	 X R then P Z R 	 X Z R , and furthermore, for
Ž . Ž .any ideal I of R, I P if and only if I Z R  P Z R .
Ž .3 RR , where the intersection is taken oer all height oneZŽR.
 P
Žprimes of R, and eery regular element r	 R is inertible in almost all that
.is, except possibly finitely many localizations R . Furthermore, eachZŽR.
 P
R is a left and right principal ideal ring with a unique nonzero primeZŽR.
 P
ideal.
Ž . Ž .4 For a multiplicatiely closed set of ideals M of R, the localized
 Ž . 4ring R  q	Q R  Iq R, for some I	 M is a Krull order, andM cl
R R , where the intersection is taken oer those height one primesM ZŽR.
 P
P for which R  R .M ZŽR.
 P
Let S be a submonoid of a torsion-free abelian-by-finite group and let
Ž .1K be a field. Then G SZ S is the group of quotients of S. Hence
   K G is a central localization of K S and therefore the height one primes
not intersecting S are in a one to one correspondence with the height one
   prime ideals of K G . The other primes of K S are dealt with through
Žthe following theorem. This result was first proved for arbitrary noethe-
 rian algebras of submonoids of torsion-free polycyclic-by-finite groups 14
  . 1Ž  .and later extended to the PI case in 16 . By X K S we denote the seth
 of the height one prime ideals of K S intersecting S nontrivially.
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THEOREM 1.4. Let S be a submonoid of a torsion-free abelian-by-finite
group and let K be a field. The following properties hold.
Ž .    1 If P is a prime ideal of K S with P S, then K S P is a
 prime ideal in K S .
Ž .    2 If Q is a prime of S, then K Q is a prime ideal in K S .
Ž .  3 The height one prime ideals of K S intersecting S are of the form
 K Q where Q is a minimal prime ideal of S.
Ž .     1Ž  .4 If K S is noetherian or K S is a Krull order then X K S h
   1Ž .4K Q Q	 X S . Moreoer, in this case, eery non-zero prime ideal of
 K S contains a height one prime ideal. If the group of quotients of S is finitely
   generated then K S has finite classical Krull dimension 18 .
If, in the above theorem, A is a normal subgroup of finite index in the
 group of quotients G of S, then K S can be viewed in a natural way as a
ring graded by the finite group GA. Hence, we can exploit the following
Ž  .result of Cohen and Montgomery see, for example, 19, p. 173 .
THEOREM 1.5. Let R R be a ring graded by a finite group H. Ifhh	 H
P is a prime ideal of R then P R Q  Q , where Q , . . . , Q aree 1 n 1 n
all the prime ideals of R minimal oer P R . Furthermore, each prime Qe e i
has the same height as P. Conersely, if Q is a prime ideal of R , then theree
Ž .exists a prime P of R of the same height as Q so that P R QQe 1
Ž Q for some primes Q , . . . , Q of R again all of the same heightn 1 n e
.as Q .
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.4, we can now show that S has
finite prime spectrum.
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let G be a torsion-free group with an abelian normal
 subgroup A of finite index. Let S be a submonoid of G with K S noetherian.
Ž . Ž .Then, for eery P	 Spec S there exist Q , . . . , Q 	 Spec S A such that1 n
Ž .  P AQ  Q . Moreoer, Spec S is finite and K S has finitely1 n
many height one prime ideals intersecting S nontriially.
  ŽProof. Since K S is noetherian, S A is finitely generated see, for
 . 1Ž .example, 18, Theorem 11.9 and Lemma 11.1 . It follows that X S A
is finite. As every prime ideal of S A is a union of finitely many minimal
Ž .prime ideals, we thus obtain that Spec S A is finite. Now, let P	
Ž .    Spec S . Because of Theorem 1.4, K P is a prime ideal of K S . Consid-
 ering K S with its natural GA-gradation, it follows from Theorem 1.5
   that K P A is the intersection of all the primes of K S A that are
 minimal over K P A . Hence by Theorem 1.4, P AQ  Q ,1 n
 4for some prime ideals Q , . . . , Q in S A. Now, s	 S  sS A P A1 n
 is a right ideal of S which is nil modulo P. As K S is noetherian, it is well
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known that this right ideal is nilpotent modulo P. It follows that
 4P s	 S  sS A P A
Ž .and thus P is determined by P AQ  Q . As Spec S A is1 n
Ž .finite it therefore follows that Spec S is finite.
The last statement is now a consequence of Theorem 1.4.
2. MAXIMAL ORDERS AND MONOIDS
As stated before, any submonoid S of an abelian-by-finite group has a
Ž . 1 1 1two-sided group of fractions SS  S S. If, moreover, SS is
Ž .torsion-free or satisfies the ascending chain condition on left or right
1 Ž .1 Ž  .ideals then SS  SZ S cf. 14, 16 .
So, throughout this section we assume that G is a group with an abelian
subgroup A of finite index. Let T be a submonoid of G and assume
Ž .1G TZ T .
For a prime ideal P in T we denote
T  g	G  Cg T for some G-conjugacy class C of GP
4contained in T , with C P ,
T  T A  g	G  Cg T for some G-conjugacy class CŽ .ŽP . ŽP .
4of G contained in T A , with C P .
and
 4T  g	G  Jg T for some ideal J P . P 
In case T is commutative the above constructions agree with the
classical localization of T with respect to the multiplicative set T
 P.
If g , g 	G and C , C are conjugacy classes of G, then g g C C 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
g C g C and C C is a union of conjugacy classes of G. It follows then1 1 2 2 1 2
easily that both T and T are submonoids of G. It is also clear that TP ŽP .  P 
is a submonoid of G.
Note that
T T  T  T G.ŽP . P  P 
Further,
N T N T .Ž . Ž .P
Ž .Indeed, let n	N T and x	 T . Suppose C is a conjugacy class of GP
Ž .contained in T so that Cx T and C P. Since n	N T and Cg gC
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for any g	G we get
nxn1 C nCxn1  nTn1  T .Ž .
Hence nxn1 	 T and therefore nT  T n. Similarly, T n nT .P P P P P
LEMMA 2.1. The following properties hold:
Ž .1 If T is a maximal order, then T A is maximal order.
Ž .2 If T A is a maximal order, then T A is G-inariant.
Ž .3 If T A is G-inariant, then T  A is G-inariant, for anyŽP .
prime ideal P in T.
Ž .Proof. 1 Suppose T is a maximal order. Let I be an ideal of T A
Ž .and a	 A gr T A be such that aI I. Then aJ J with J
Ł I f, where F is a transversal for A in G. Since J g J for all g	Gf	 F
Ž .1and G TZ T , we get that J is a fractional ideal of T A and
TJ JT is a fractional ideal of T. As aJT JT and T is a maximal order,
we obtain that a	 T A, as desired.
Ž .2 Suppose T A is a maximal order. Let g	G. Consider the
Ž .Ž . gmonoid M A T A T . Then A TM A. Since G
Ž .1 Ž . 1 2TZ T , there exists z	 Z T so that zg, zg 	 T. Hence z M A
T. Because, by assumption, A T is a maximal order, it follows that
Ž .M A T. This proves 2 .
Ž .3 Suppose T A is G-invariant. Let a	 T  A. Then thereŽP .
exists a G-conjugacy class C T A so that C P and Ca T A.
g g g Ž . gHence, for any g	G, Ca  C a  T A . Because T A is G-in-
g g Ž .variant, this yields Ca  T A and hence a 	 T . This proves 3 .ŽP .
For any prime ideal P of T we define
I P  g	 T  gC P for someŽ . P
4G-conjugacy class C T with C P .
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. For any prime ideal P of T , I P is a prime ideal of T andP
Ž .I P  T P.
Ž .Proof. It is readily verified that I P is a two-sided ideal of T and thatP
Ž . Ž .I P  T P. To prove it is a prime ideal, let s, t	 T 
 I P andP
Ž .suppose sT t I P . Let C and C be G-conjugacy classes contained inP 1 2
T but not contained in P so that C s T and C t T. Then1 2
C s T C t  I P  T P .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž . Ž .Therefore C s P or C t P and thus s	 I P or t	 I P .1 2
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LEMMA 2.3. Let P be a prime ideal in T.
Ž .1 If T A is G-inariant, then T  T .ŽP . P
Ž .2 If T is a maximal order that satisfies the ascending chain condition
Ž .on left ideals or equialently, on right ideals then T is a maximal order.P
Ž .Proof. To prove 1 , assume that T A is G-invariant. Suppose T ŽP .
T . Then there exists x	 T 
T . Let C be a G-conjugacy class con-P P ŽP .
tained in T so that C P and Cx T.
 We claim that C is nil modulo P and of exponent at most n G : A .
Otherwise, let t	 C so that t n P. Because of the assumption, the
conjugacy class C n of t n is contained in T A. Of course, C n  C n andt t
therefore C n x T. Hence, as C n P A we get x	 T , a contradic-t t ŽP .
tion. This proves the claim.
Now, for any conjugacy class D T , we have DCx T and DC
l C , each C a conjugacy class contained in T. Hence, C x T andi1 i i i
thus by the above, C is nil of exponent at most n modulo P. So DC is nili
of exponent at most n modulo P.
Ž .n n n n Ž nnSo, let t	 T. Then tC  t C  C C  T as t 	 T A andt
. nnT A is G-invariant by assumption . As above, C C is a union oft
conjugacy classes contained in T and C nC n x T. So C nC n is nil modulot t
P. In particular tC and thus the ideal TC is nil modulo P. Let K be a
 field. Then there exists an ideal Q of K T maximal with respect to
Q T P. Since P is prime in T it follows that Q is a prime ideal in
   K T . Hence K T Q is a prime PI algebra. So it is well known that in
 K T Q any nil subsemigroup is nilpotent. Therefore TC is nilpotent
modulo P. As C P and because P is prime in T this yields a contradic-
Ž .tion. This shows 1 .
Ž .Now we prove 2 . Hence we assume that T is a maximal order that
satisfies the ascending chain condition on left and right ideals. Let g	G
and J an ideal of T so that gJ J. Since T J is finitely generated as aP
right ideal in T , we get that T Jn a T , for some a 	 T J. Sincei1 i i
ga 	 T , there exists a G-conjugacy class C  T so that C  P andi P i i
C ga  T. Hencei i
C  C g T J  T J .Ž . Ž .1 n
As, by assumption, T is a maximal order, we therefore obtain that
C  C g T .1 n
Ž .So g	 T , as desired. Similarly one proves that J : J  T .P r P
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1Ž  .LEMMA 2.4. If Q	 X K T and T A is G-inariant, then
Ž .  1 Q K A Q  Q , where Q , . . . , Q are all the height1 n 1 n
   one prime ideals of K T A containing Q K A . Moreoer, all Q arei
G-conjugate.
Ž .   1Ž  .2 If P is an ideal of T so that K P 	 X K T and Q T,
gŽ  .  then Q Q K A  K P A .g	G
 Proof. Consider K T as a natural GA-graded ring; so its identity
 component is K T A . By Theorem 1.5, we have
 Q K A Q Q  Q ,1 2 n
 where Q , . . . , Q are all height one primes of K T A containing1 n
f Q K A . Let Q Q , where F is a transversal for A in G. Since,i f	 F i
f  by assumption, T A is G-invariant, each Q is a prime ideal of K T Ai
n  Ž  .and Q is an invariant ideal of K T A . Clearly Ł Q K T Q andi i1 i
   thus, as Q is a prime, Q K T Q for some i. Hence QQ K A , andi i
therefore
fQ  Q Q  Q .i i 1 n
f	F
f Ž .So, for every j,  Q Q and hence there exists f j 	 F such thatf	 F i j
f Ž j. 1Ž  . f Ž j. Ž  .Q Q . Since Q 	 X K T A and Q 	 Spec K T A we geti j j i
f Ž i. Ž .Q Q . This finishes the proof of 1 .i j
g fŽ .We now prove 2 . By the first, part Q Q  Q , wherex	G 1 f	 F 1
    Ž .Q is a height one prime of K T A containing Q K A . Again by 11
 applied to K P A , we get
  g1 g rK P A  P  P   P1 1 1
1Ž  .for some g 	G, r 0, where P 	 X K T A and P A P . As ini 1 1
gŽ .  the proof of 1 , if Q K P A , then P Q for some g	G, and1 1
f fŽ .hence Q P  P A . As the latter lies in T andf	 F 1 f	 F
QQ, we get Q T, a contradiction.
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose T satisfies the ascending chain condition on right
1Ž . 2Ž .  4ideals and G is torsion-free. Assume P	 X T and X T  M . IfP
T A is G-inariant then the following properties hold:
Ž .1 TM P,
Ž . Ž .2 M I P ,
Ž .3 M A is G-inariant,
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Ž .4 P A is G-inariant,
Ž .    5 K M is the only height one prime ideal of K T that intersects TP P
non-triially,
Ž . Ž .6 T  T .P M P
1Ž  .Proof. From Theorem 1.4 we know that if Q	 X K T and Q TP P
  1Ž ., then Q K Q T with Q T 	 X T .P P P
  Consider K T as a GA-graded ring with identity component K T P P
 Ž .A . We know from Lemma 2.2 that I P is a prime ideal of T withP
Ž . 1Ž .  4I P  T P. Since, also by assumption X T  M , we get thatP
Ž . Ž . Ž .M I P . Choose m 	 M N T  I P  T  P. Now let C 
Ž  .    Z K T 
K P , a multiplicatively closed set as K P is a height one
prime ideal by Theorem 1.4. Since T satisfies the ascending chain condi-
 tion on right ideals we know that K T is noetherian. It follows also that
    Ž . Ž .K T  K T is a noetherian domain. As m	N T N T we there-C P C P
 fore obtain from the principal ideal theorem that K T mQ for someP C
1Ž   .  Q	 X K T . Since the primes of K T are in one-to-one corre-P C P C
 spondence with the primes of K T not intersecting C, we get thatP
   Q K T is a height one prime of K T intersecting T . Similarly,P P P
  1Ž  .Q K T 	 X K T . By the first part of the proof and because M is
    1Ž  .the only minimal prime of T , Q K T  K M 	 X K T andP P P
   K M is the only height one prime of K T intersecting T nontrivially.P P
Because also M T P, we get
         Q K T  K M  K T  K M T  K P .
       As K P is a height one prime ideal of K T and K M T Q K T
  Ž .is prime in K T , it follows that M T P. This proves part 1 .
Ž . Ž .To prove part 2 , take g	 I P . Then there exists a G-conjugacy class
C T with C P and Cg PM. As M T P we get CM.
Ž . Ž .Hence, by the primeness of M, g	M. So I P M and 2 follows.
Ž .   1Ž  .Next we prove 3 . Since K M 	 X K T , we know from Lemma 2.4P
that
   K M  K A M  M ,1 n
 where M , . . . , M are all height one primes of K T  A containing1 n P
M A, and all of them are G-conjugate. To prove that M A is G-in-
variant, it is now sufficient to show that all G-conjugates of M are in the1
 4 set M , . . . , M . Therefore let M be a conjugate of M . Since, T A is1 n 1
G-invariant we get from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3 that also T  A isP
 1Ž  . G-invariant. Hence M 	 X K T  A and M  T  A. So byP P
e  Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 2.4, there exists a height one prime M of K TP
so that
e   e   M  K A M  K T  A M  J ,P
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Ž .where J itself is an intersection of finitely many height one primes of
  e eK T  A , all intersecting T  A. Then M  T , and hence M P P P
  Ž     .K M as K M is the only height one prime of K T intersecting T .P P
     It follows that K M  K A M and thus M is one of the primes
M , . . . , M , as desired.1 n
Ž . Ž .Parts 4 and 5 are now also clear.
Ž . Ž .Finally we prove 6 . So let x	 T . Then there exists a G-conjugacyP M
class C T so that CM and Cx T . As C is a finite set, there existsP P
  Ž . a G-conjugacy class C  T so that C  P and C Cx  T. As C C TP
is a finite set as well, there also exists a G-conjugacy class C T with
   Ž .  C  P and C C C T. Because of 2 , each of C , C and C is not
contained in M and thus CCCM. Therefore CCC P. As CCCx
 T we obtain that x	 T , as desired.P
   Notice that in the proof it is shown that K M  K A is the intersec-
 tion of all height one primes of K T  A that intersect T  A nontriv-P P
ially.
We finish this section with one more remark. If T is a Krull order with
Ž . Ž .² : Ž .only one minimal prime ideal, then N T U T n for some n	N T .
Indeed, since the integral divisorial ideals of T form a chain and because a
normal element of T generates an integral divisorial ideal, there exists
Ž .n	N T so that Tn is the only maximal ideal among the ideals generated
Ž . Ž .by a normal element. Hence, if m	N T , then there exists  	N T so1
Ž .that m n. Now, if  U T , then   n and  T T. After a1 1 1 2 1 2
number of steps and because of the ascending chain condition on divisorial
Ž .² :ideals, we get that m	U T n .
3. MAIN THEOREM
In this section we characterize when a noetherian semigroup algebra is a
maximal order that is a domain and satisfies a polynomial identity. Our
Žresult makes use of Brown’s characterization of the group algebra case we
.only state this in the PI case and Chouinard’s result in the commutative
monoid algebra case.
Ž  .THEOREM 3.1 Brown 3 . Let G be a finitely generated torsion-free
 abelian-by-finite group and K a field. Then K G is a noetherian maximal
 order. Moreoer all height one primes of K G are principally generated by a
normal element.
Ž  .THEOREM 3.2 Chouinard 7 . Let S be a submonoid of a torsion-free
 abelian group A. Then, the semigroup algebra K S is a Krull domain if and
only if S is a Krull monoid such that the group of quotients SS1 satisfies the
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ascending chain condition on cyclic subgroups. Furthermore, S is a Krull
Ž . 1  monoid if and only if SU S  S with S  S S  F and F the1 1 1 1
positie cone of a free abelian group F containing S .1
Throughout the remainder of this section S is a submonoid of a finitely
generated torsion-free abelian-by-finite group. Let G denote its group of
quotients and let A be an abelian normal subgroup of finite index.
  1Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Suppose K S is a Krull order and P	 X S . The following
properties hold:
Ž .1 If J is an ideal of S, then J P if and only if there exists a
G-conjugacy class C contained in J so that C P.
Ž .2 S is a Krull order and S  S  S . P  P ŽP .
1Ž  .Proof. Because of Theorem 1.3 we know that for Q	 X K S and
  Ž  . Ž  .an ideal I of K S , IQ if and only if I Z K S Q Z K S .
1Ž .   1Ž  .Now, assume P	 X S . Then by Theorem 1.4, K P 	 X K S . Hence
     for any ideal J of S, if J P, then K J  K P and thus K J 
Ž  .   Ž  .  Z K S  K P  Z K S . Since the centre of K S is spanned by full
  Ž .G-conjugacy class sums contained in K S , statement 1 follows. It is well
 known and straightforward to verify that S is a Krull order in case K S is
a Krull order. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, S A is G-invariant and thus by
Ž .Lemma 2.3, S  S . That S  S follows at once from 1 .ŽP . P  P  P
  1Ž .LEMMA 3.4. If K S is a noetherian maximal order and P	 X S then
1Ž .  Ž .4X S  I P .P
  1Ž  .Proof. By Theorem 1.4, K P 	 X K S and thus by Theorem 1.3,
   R K S has a unique maximal ideal M K S PZŽK S .
 K  P  ZŽK S .
 K  P 
and any non-zero ideal of R can be written uniquely as M k with k 0.
Ž . k kSo, for every n	N S  P there exists k 0 so that RnM  RP .
k Ž  .  Hence, for any p	 P there exists c	 Z K S 
K P so that cp	
 K S n. Therefore Cp Sn for some G-conjugacy class C with C P and
C S. Thus pn1 	 S . Since p is arbitrary in P k, we have shown thatP
P k S n for some k 1. 1Ž .P
Ž .Let Q	 Spec S . Then Q S is an ideal of S and thus there existsP
Ž . 1Ž .m	QN S . We claim that m	 P. For otherwise, m mS  S and
mS is an ideal of S not contained in P. So m1 	 S . Hence by Lemma P 
3.3, m1 	 S , a contradiction.P
Ž . Ž .Since 1 is valid for any n	N S  P, we can apply this to m. So
P k S m, for some k 0. We now show that this impliesP
kI P  S m. 2Ž . Ž .P
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Ž .k Ž .So, let a	 I P . Write a a  a with a 	 I P . Thus for some1 k i
Ž .G-conjugacy classes C with C  S and C  P, C a  I P  S. Hencei i i i i
by Lemma 2.2, C a  P. So Ca P k S m, with C C  C andi i P 1 k
consequently Cam1  S . Therefore there exists a finite product ofP
G-conjugacy classes DD  D so that each D  S and D  P, and1 l j j
1 1 Ž . Ž .kDCam  S. Hence am 	 S . So 2 follows. This implies that I PP
Ž .Q. Since Q is prime this yields I P Q. So every prime ideal of SP
Ž .contains I P , which is a prime ideal of S by Lemma 2.2. HenceP
1Ž .  Ž .4X S  I P .P
We are now ready to state our main result.
THEOREM 3.5. Let K be a field and S a submonoid of a torsion-free
 finitely generated abelian-by-finite group. The monoid algebra K S is a
noetherian maximal order if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
Ž .1 S satisfies the ascending chain condition on left and right ideals,
Ž .2 S is a maximal order in its group of quotients,
Ž .3 for eery minimal prime P in S, S has only one minimal primeP
ideal.
Proof. The necessity of the conditions follows at once from Lemma 3.3
Ž .and Lemma 3.4. So we prove the converse. We know that condition 1
   says that K S is noetherian. To prove that K S is a maximal order it is
sufficient to show that the following properties hold:
Ž . Ž  .   1Ž .M1 If C Z K S 
K P , with P	 X S , then the localization
  Ž    K S is a maximal order as K S is noetherian we know that K P 	C
Ž  ..    Spec K S . Furthermore, K S  K S .C ŽZŽK S . K  A .
 K  P 
Ž . 1Ž . Ž  .      M2 For P	 X S and C Z K S 
K P , K S  K G C
 K S .P
Ž .    1M3  K S  K S .P	 X ŽS . P
Ž  .  Indeed, let q	Q K S and J be a non-zero ideal of K S so thatcl
     qJ J. Then qJK G  JK G . Note that JK G is a two-sided ideal of
     K G as K G is a central localization of K S . Because of Brown’s result
Ž .     Ž .Theorem 3.1 , K G is a maximal order. Hence q	 K G . By M1 each
  1Ž .localization K S , with P	 X S , is a maximal order as well.ZŽK S .
 K  P 
Ž .   Ž .  1So by M2 , q	 K S . From M3 it then follows that q	 K S ,P	 X ŽS . P
Ž .    as required. Similarly, J : J  K S , and thus indeed K S is a maximalr
order.
Ž . 1Ž .We now prove M1 . Therefore, let P	 X S . By Lemma 2.1 and
because S is a maximal order, S A is G-invariant, satisfies the ascending
chain condition on ideals, and is a maximal order. So by Lemma 2.3,
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Ž .S  S is a maximal order, and by condition 3 , S has only oneŽP . P P
minimal prime ideal, which we denote by M. By Lemma 2.5, M A is
   G-invariant and K M is the only height one prime ideal of K SP
Ž .intersecting S . Also, because of condition 2 and Lemma 2.1, S  A isP P
1Ž  .G-invariant. Let Q	 X K S so that Q S . It follows fromP P
Lemma 2.4 that the ideal
g Q Q K AŽ .
g	G
   is not contained in K M A . As Q is G-invariant, K S Q is an ideal ofP
 K S . SoP
     K S Q K M K MŽ .P
   is a non-zero ideal of R K S K M . Considering R as a GA-gradedP
   ring with identity component R  K S  A K M A , it follows frome P
 a well known result of Cohen and Rowen 8, Theorem 1.7 that the
Ž .classical ring of quotients Q R is obtained by inverting the regularcl
Ž    .  elements contained in R . Hence K S Q K M K M contains ae P
   regular element z that is contained in R . Since K S  A and K M Ae P
are G-invariant, conjugation induces an action G on R . Hence we maye
Žassume that z is also central in R consider the product of the conjugates
Ž    .  .of z, which also belongs to R and to K S Q K M K M . Ase P
     K S Q K M K M  RŽ .Ž .P e
      K S  A Q K M A K M AŽ .P
 and Q is an ideal of K S  A , we get thatP
   z	 Q K M A K M A .Ž .
g Consequently, there exists q	Q and p	 K M A so that z  z	
   K M A for all g	G, where z q p and z K M A  z. Hence,
g Ž g . Ž g .q  q z  z  p  p for all g	G. As M A is G-invariant
we get
g  q  q	 K M A ,
for all g	G. Let
c q f ,Ł
f	F
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Ž  .  where F is a transversal for A in G. Clearly c	 Z K S  K A andP
 c	Q. Moreover, c K M A . Indeed, for otherwise,
    f  K M A  c K M A  q  K M AŁ
f	F
F    q  K M A .
 We know from Lemma 2.4 that K M A is a semiprime ideal of the
   commutative ring K S  A . Therefore we obtain q	 K M A , andP
 thus z	 K M A , a contradiction. So we have shown that
Q C ,
 Ž Ž  .  .  where C  Z K S  K A 
K M and Q is any height one primeP
 ideal of K S with Q S . Hence the only height one prime idealsP P
  of the localization K S are generated by height one prime ideals ofP C
   K S intersecting S nontrivially. As K M is the only such prime idealP P
we obtain
1      X K S  K S M . 4Ž .P PC C
  Considering K S as a natural GA-graded ring with identity compo-P C
    nent K S  A , we get from Theorem 1.5 that K S  A has onlyP C P C
   finitely many height one prime ideals. Now K S  A  K S  A isP ŽP .
 the localization of K S A with respect to the multiplicatively closed set
   consisting of all the ideals K J of K S  A , where J is an ideal ofP
S  A so that there exists a G-conjugacy class D J with D P. AsP
S A satisfies the ascending chain condition on ideals and is a maximal
order in a torsion-free abelian group we know from Chouinard’s result
Ž .  Theorem 3.2 that K S A is a Krull domain. Hence the localization
 K S  A is a Krull domain and thus S  A is a Krull order. Further-ŽP . P
  more, the localization K S  A is also a Krull domain and it has onlyP C
finitely many height one prime ideals. In particular it is a ring of prime
  dimension one. Because of Theorem 1.5 we get that K S also hasP C
dimension one. Since this ring has only one height one prime ideal we get
    that K S is a local ring with unique maximal ideal K S M.P C P C
Ž .     Now note that S : M K S is a fractional K S -ideal. Also,P P C P C
S : M MM . 3Ž . Ž .P
Indeed, for otherwise, working in the divisorial group of S , we getP
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..S : M MM, and thus S : M  S . Hence S  S : S : M P P P P P P
M, a contradiction. It is easily verified that
  K S M S M . 4Ž .P PC
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 Note that S  S  K S and for every element x ofP ŽP . ŽZŽK S . K  A .
 K  P 
C there exists a product F of G-conjugacy classes in S A such that
   Fx C. Hence K S  K S . As the converse inclu-P C ŽZŽK S . K  A .
 K  P 
   sion is obvious we obtain that K S  K S and thusP C ŽZŽK S . K  A .
 K  P 
      K S is a localization of the noetherian algebra K S . Hence K SP C P C
also is a noetherian ring and it is then well known that the extension
  Ž .  Ž .   K S S : M M of the ideal K S S : M M is an ideal of K S .P C P P P P C
Ž . Ž .   Ž .Thus, by 3 and 4 , we get that K S S : M M is not contained in theP C P
  unique maximal ideal K S M. HenceP C
     K S S : M M K S .Ž .P P PC C
    Ž . So the ideal K S M is invertible, with inverse K S S : M . AsP C P C P
    Ž . K S M is the Jacobson radical of K S as this is a PI-algebra andP C P C
because the latter ring is a noetherian PI-ring, it follows from a well known
Ž  .result see, for example, Theorem 8.12 in 11 that
n
   4K S M  0 .Ž . P C
n0
  So we have shown that K S is a local ring with a unique maximal idealP C
that is invertible and the intersection of all its powers is zero. It fol-
  lows that every ideal of K S is a power of the unique maximal ideal.P C
  This implies that K S is a noetherian maximal order with a uniqueP C
    height one prime ideal. Because K S is a localization of K S C P C
  Ž .K S , it then follows from part 4 of Theorem 1.3 thatŽZŽK S . K  A .
 K  P 
      Ž .K S  K S  K S . So condition M1 is proved.C P C ŽZŽK S . K  A .
 K  P 
Ž .Now we prove condition M2 , that is,
     K S  K G  K S .C P
         Clearly, K S  K S  K G . So, let q	 K S  K G . We proceedP C C
Ž .  Ž . by induction on the number of elements in supp q . If supp q  1, then
 q kg with k	 K and g	G, and there exists a central element c	 K S
   so that c K P and cg	 K S . It then easily follows that g	 S , asP
desired.
 Ž .   Now suppose supp c  1. Considering again K S as a GA-gradedC
ring, one easily verifies that the GA-homogeneous components of q also
   belong to K S  K G . Hence, because of the induction hypothesis, weC
may assume that q is GA-homogeneous. So write qÝn k g , eachi1 i i
g 	G, k 	 K , and all g1 g 	 A.i i i j
Suppose there exists a normal subgroup A of finite index in G such that
A A and g g1  A for some i j. Then using the GA-gradation ofi j
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   K S and because of the induction hypothesis we obtain that q	 K S ,C
as desired. So we may assume that g g1 	 A for all i, j, i j, and alli j
A A, with A a normal subgroup of finite index in G. As G is residually
Ž .finite, it follows that n 1. This proves M2 .
Ž .Finally we prove statement M3 . For this it is sufficient to show that
1Ž .1 1 S  S. So let g	 S . Then, for any P	 X S , thereP	 X ŽS . P P	 X ŽS . P
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .exists an ideal J P  S as S  S so that J P  P and J P g S.P  P 
Ž .1In particular, Jg S, with J J P . As J is not contained inP	 X ŽS .
any minimal prime ideal of S, we get that its divisorial closure J equals S.
Ž .  Ž .Hence, working in the divisorial group of S, we get SgS  J  SgS 
Ž . Ž .JSgS  S. So g	 S. This proves 3 .
 We now show that if K S is a noetherian maximal order then the
‘‘local’’ monoids S satisfy the ascending chain condition on left and rightP
ideals. For this we first need the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose T is a submonoid of an abelian group. If T is a Krull
order with finitely many minimal prime ideals then there exist t , . . . , t 	 T so1 n
² Ž .:that T t , . . . , t , U T .1 n
Proof. Because of the ascending chain condition on principal ideals,
every proper principal ideal is contained in a maximal principal ideal.
Suppose Ta , Ta , . . . are infinitely many such ideals. Then, in the diviso-1 2
Ž .rial group D T , we can write
Ta  P n1 i  P nm i ,i 1 m
 4 1Ž .where P , . . . , P  X T and each n  0. Now, for i j, Ta  Ta is1 m ji i j
Ž . Ž .equivalent with I  idl n , . . . , n  idl n , . . . , n  I in the freei 1 i mi 1 j m j j
abelian monoid Nm. It is easily seen that one can choose a sequence
k  k   so that n  n   for i 1, . . . , m. Then I  I , a1 2 i k ik k k1 2 2 1
contradiction. So there are only finitely many maximal principal ideals.
Because of the ascending chain condition on principal ideals it is then
easily verified that the result holds.
  1Ž .PROPOSITION 3.7. If K S is a noetherian maximal order and P	 X S ,
 then K S is a noetherian maximal order. In particular, S is a maximalP P
order satisfying the ascending chain condition on left and right ideals. Further-
more, S  A has finitely many minimal prime ideals.P
 Proof. Suppose K S is a noetherian maximal order and let P be a
minimal prime ideal of S. As in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we know that
 K S  A is a Krull order. Hence S  A is a Krull monoid.P P
 Because of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 1.4, K S has only one height oneP
 prime ideal that intersects S . Considering K S as a GA-graded ring itP P
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then follows from Theorem 1.5 that S  A has only finitely many minimalP
prime ideals.
Thus S  A is a Krull order with finitely many minimal prime ideals.P
Ž .Because A and thus also U S  A are finitely generated abelian groups,P
Lemma 3.6 yields that S  A is finitely generated. So, by Lemma 11.1 inP
   18 , K S is noetherian.P
It may be useful to have the main theorem reformulated as follows in
terms of local monoids.
THEOREM 3.8. Let K be a field and S a submonoid of a torsion-free
 finitely generated abelian-by-finite group. Suppose K S is noetherian. The
 monoid algebra K S is a maximal order if and only if the following conditions
are satisfied:
Ž .1 S is a maximal order with only one minimal prime ideal, for eeryP
minimal prime P in S,
Ž . 12  S  S.P	 X ŽS . P
Proof. The necessity of the condition follows at once from Lemma 3.3
Ž Ž ..and Theorem 3.5 see also condition M3 . For the converse we first note
1Ž .that if S is a maximal order, for P	 X S , then by Lemma 2.1, S  AP P
Ž .is a maximal order and it is G-invariant. Because of condition 2 , S A
Ž .1 S  A , an intersection of maximal orders. Thus it followsP	 X ŽS . P
 that the commutative monoid S A is a maximal order. Since K S and
 hence K S A are noetherian, Chouinard’s result thus implies that
   K S A is a noetherian maximal order. Again, as K S  A is aP
 localization of K S A with respect to a multiplicatively closed set of
 ideals, we get that K S  A is a Krull order. Consequently, S  A is aP P
Ž .Krull order. This together with condition 2 is sufficient to make the proof
of the previous theorem work. Hence the result follows.
In the final lemma we collect some facts on the localizations of algebras
and monoids with respect to height one primes.
  1Ž .LEMMA 3.9. If K S is a noetherian maximal order and P	 X S , then
Ž .      1 K S  K G  K S ,P ŽZŽK S . K  A .
 K  P 
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 S  A S A   S A , where Q , . . . , Q are allP Q Q 1 n1 n
Žthe minimal primes of S A containing P A i.e., P AQ  1
.Q ,n
Ž .        3 K S  A  K A  K S A  K A P ŽZŽK S . K  A .
 K  P 
n   K S A .i1 K S A 
 K Q i
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ŽProof. The first part follows from the proof of Theorem 3.5 conditions
Ž . Ž .. Ž .M1 and M2 . From 1 we get
     K S  A  K A  K S Ž Ž  .  .  Z K S K A 
 K PP
    K A  K S A Ž Ž  .  .  Z K S K A 
 K P
and
   K S  A  K S A Ž    .K SA 
 K QŽ Ž  .  .   Z K S K A 
 K PP i
1in
Ž  4 .as P AQ  Q and Q , . . . , Q is a full G-orbit . This shows1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 . It is clear that 2 follows at once from 3 .
4. EXAMPLES
 Theorem 3.5 reduces the problem of when K S is a maximal order
Ž .which is a noetherian PI domain to the monoid S and in particular to
monoids S with only one minimal prime. Our aim in this section is to giveP
some examples of maximal orders and their localizations S . In the firstP
instance they illustrate the rather complicated nature of these local
monoids. In the commutative setting one gets that S is a discreteP
valuation semigroup, that is, S is isomorphic with a direct product of aP
cyclic monoid and a group. One might expect that in the noncommutative
situation the monoid S has a ‘‘similar’’ structure. However, alreadyP
Example 4.1 shows that such semigroups are much more complicated.
Second, the examples suggest that there may be a fundamental difference
with semigroup algebras that are unique factorization rings. Indeed, it is
   shown in 16 that if K S is a unique factorization ring, then S is a unique
 1 factorization monoid provided the group algebra K SS only has trivial
Ž 1units. Recall that the latter is conjectured to be always the case if SS is
.abelian-by-finite and torsion-free. Also recall that S is called a unique
Ž .factorization monoid if every prime ideal of S contains a minimal prime
Ž .ideal of the form Sn with n	N S . It follows that the number of
 homogeneous height one primes in K S , that is, the number of minimal
Ž .primes in S, is the same as the number of minimal primes in N S .
Ž .However, Example 4.6 shows that N S being cyclic for a maximal order S
satisfying the ascending chain condition on one sided ideals is not suffi-
cient for S to have only one minimal prime.
A natural question that remains to find a description of monoids with
only one minimal prime ideal and that are a maximal order with the
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ascending chain condition on one sided ideals. As indicated by the exam-
Žples one might even ask whether the minimal prime ideal is principal. So,
 in the language of 16 , a maximal order S would be ‘‘locally’’ a unique
.factorization monoid.
 Our first example comes from 9 , where it is shown that its monoid
algebra yields a noetherian PI domain which is a maximal order.
² 2 2:EXAMPLE 4.1. The monoid M x, y  x  y has trivial unit group,
satisfies the ascending chain condition on one sided ideals, and is a
2 Ž . ² 2:maximal order with only one minimal prime Mx . Moreover N M  x
 4and the abelian group gr xy, yx is normal and of finite index in the group
of quotients of M.
Proof. Any ideal of M contains a power of x 2. Since x 2 is central, any
prime ideal of M contains x 2. Furthermore, Mx2 is a prime ideal. Indeed,
using matrix notation, we have
² : ² :xy xy xy x2  4M
Mx  1  ² : ² :y xy yx yx
and because
² : ² :   K xy xy K xy x2K MMx  K 1 ,0 ² : ² :   K y xy K yx yx
generalized matrix ring techniques easily imply that the latter is a prime
2Ž .  24algebra. So X M  Mx . Since M is a maximal order satisfying the
ascending chain condition on one sided ideals and with trivial unit group
Ž . Žwe thus get that N M is a cyclic monoid by the remark at the end of
. 2Section 2 . Since x is not a power of a normal element, it follows that
2Ž . ² :N M  x .
LEMMA 4.2. Let S and S be monoids satisfying the ascending chain1 2
condition on one sided ideals, each contained in a finitely generated torsion-free
Ž .abelian-by-finite group. Suppose  : S Aut S is a monoid homomor-2 1
Ž .phism with  S finite. Let S S 	 S be the semidirect product. Then S2 1  2
also satisfies the ascending chain condition on one sided ideals. If each S is ai
maximal order then S is a maximal order in a torsion-free abelian-by-finite
group.
Proof. Let G and G be the groups of quotients of S and S ,1 2 1 2
respectively. Let A and A be normal abelian subgroups of finite index in1 2
Ž .G and G , respectively. Because, by assumption,  S is finite and 1 2 2
Ž . extends to G Aut G , there exists a subgroup A of A which is2 1 2 2
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normal and of finite index in G and such that A acts trivially on S . It is2 2 1
clear that the group of quotients G SS1 of S equals
SS1 	 S S1 G 	 G1  2 2 1  2
and A A  A is a normal abelian subgroup of finite index in G. Note1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that S A S A  S A  S  A  S  A and thus it1 2 1 1 2 2
is a finitely generated monoid. Hence S satisfies the ascending chain
condition on one sided ideals.
Assume now that each S is a maximal order. To prove that S is ai
maximal order, let g	G and J be an ideal of S so that gJ J. Then
gJS1  JS1 . 5Ž .1 1
   Now, for any field K , the localization K S of K S with respect to theS1
   Ore set S is a noetherian ring and thus the ideal K J of K S extends to1
        1  the ideal JK S of K S . Note that K S  K S S  K G . ItS S S 11 1 1
follows that JS1 is an ideal of SS1. Now G  S S1 is a subgroup of1 1 1 1 1
SS1 which is normal in G. Since SS1S S1  S is a maximal order,1 1 1 1 2
1 Ž .we get that SS is a maximal order as well. Hence 5 implies that1
g	G 	 S . So, g s1 t s for some s , t 	 S , s 	 S , and s1 t s J1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
n  J. Let n 0 be so that s 	 A . Let J  j 	 S  j j 	 J for some2 2 1 1 1 1 2
4 1 n Ž 1 . n1 nj 	 S . Then, as s t s J s t s s J J and s acts trivially on2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2
S , we get s1 t J  J . As J is an ideal of the maximal order S it follows1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1that s t 	 S. Thus g	 S, as desired.1 1
With notations as in Lemma 4.2, an ideal I of S is said to be1
Ž .Ž .-invariant if  s I  I for any s 	 S . A -invariant ideal Q of S is2 2 2 1
said to be -prime if IJQ implies IQ or JQ, for any -invariant
ideals I, J of S . If Q is such a -prime ideal of S then QS is a prime1 1
ideal of S. Indeed, first note that QS is an ideal of S. Second, if I and J
Ž . Ž . Ž . are ideals of S such that IJQS, then l I l J Q, where l I  i
4 Ž . 1 Ž .	 S  is 	 I for some s 	 S . Clearly s l I s  l I for any s 	 S .1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Ž . 1 Ž .Since each  s is an automorphism of finite order we also get s l I s2 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . l I . Hence l I and l J are -invariant, and thus we get that, say,
Ž . Ž .l I Q. Therefore I l I S QS, as desired.2
 Anderson in 2 considered the following finitely presented monoid
² :D a , a , b , b  a a  b b , a a  a a , a b  b a , b b  b b .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 i j j i i j j i i j j i
It is shown that D is a maximal order satisfying the ascending chain
condition on ideals, with group of quotients
1  4A G DD  gr a , a , b1 1 1 2 1
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a free abelian group of rank 3 and
1  4X D  Q , Q , Q , Q ,Ž . 1 2 3 4
 4  4  4where Q  idl a , b , Q  idl a , b , Q  idl a , b , and Q 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 4
 4 Ž .idl a , b . Here idl X stands for the ideal of D generated by a subset X.2 1
Ž .2 Ž .2 24 1  Let A  gr xy , yx , x G MM . Then G : A  4 and2 2 2 2
A contains a subgroup of finite index that is free abelian of rank 2. Now,2
x and y act on D as
ax a , b x b , ax a , b x b ,1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
a y b , b y a , a y b , b y a .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
Since the action of x and y preserves the relation a a  b b , we can1 2 1 2
extend it to an action  of M on D. Thus, by Lemma 4.2,
SD	 M
² a , a , b , b , x , y  a a  b b , a a  a a , b b  b b ,1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 i j j i i j j i
a b  b a , x 2 y2 , ax a , ax a , b x b , b x b ,i j j i 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
y y y y :a  b , b  a , a  b , b  a1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
is a maximal order satisfying the ascending chain condition on one sided
ideals.
EXAMPLE 4.3. The monoid SD	 M is a maximal order satisfying
1Ž . the ascending chain condition on one sided ideals with X S  P 1
 4  4 24 Ž .S idl a a , a b , a b , P  S idl a a , a b , a b , P  Sx and N S 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 3
² 2:a a , x , a free abelian monoid of rank 2. Furthermore,1 2
² : 1 ² :S  U a , a 	 M M  a , a U S ,Ž .Ž . Ž .P 1 2 1 2 P1 1
² : 1 ² :S  V a , a 	 M M  a , a U S ,Ž .Ž . Ž .P 1 2 1 2 P2 2
S D1D	MP3
and
X 1 S  S a a , X 1 S  S a a , X 1 S  S x 2 , 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž .  4P P 1 2 P P 1 2 P P1 1 2 2 3 3
1  for some subgroups U and V of M M. For any field K , K S is a
noetherian PI domain which is a maximal order with not all height one
primes principal.
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Ž . ² 2: 2 Ž .Proof. First we show that N S  a a , x . Clearly a a , x 	 Z S1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .N S . Let n 	D and n 	M so that n n 	N S . Clearly, n 	1 2 1 2 2
Ž . ² 2: Ž . Ž .N M  x . Since M normalizes D we get N M N S . So n 	1
Ž .N S . Hence, for every s 	M there exists x 	D and x 	M so that2 1 2
s n  n x x . As s n s1 	D and n x 	D, it follows that s  x and2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
therefore x  n1s n s1 	D. Write n  a1 a2 b 1 b 2 with  ,   0.1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 i i
Taking s  x then gives2
x  a 1 a 2 b 1 b 2 a1 a2 b 1 b 2 	D.Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
x 1 x Ž .  4This yields that x  x 	D D. Therefore x 	U D  1 and thus1 1 1
a2 1 aŽ  2 1. b 1 2 bŽ 1 2 .1 2 1 2
 1 21 1 2 b b a aŽ .Ž .1 1 1 2
 b2Ž 1 2 .aŽ 1 2 .aŽ 1 2 . .1 1 2
 4As gr a , a , b is free abelian of rank 3, we get     0 and thus also1 2 1 1 2
    0. Hence2 1
   1 1 1 1n  a a b b  a a .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . ² 2:Thus indeed N S  a a , x .1 2
1Ž .Next we determine the minimal primes of S. So let P	 X S . We have
to consider two possibilities. First assume PD. Since primes not
intersecting D are in a one-to-one correspondence with the primes of
Ž 1 .DD 	M and thus with the primes of M, it follows that PM	
1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .X M . Since SS PM D M PM we thus get S PM 	
Ž . Ž .Spec S and hence P S PM . So the only minimal prime not inter-
secting D is Sx 2. Second we assume that PD. Because of Theo-
Ž .rem 1.4 and Lemma 2.4, P A  A is an intersection of minimal1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .primes of S A  A  D A  M A D M A , all1 2 1 2 2
of which are G-conjugate and all of which intersect D. As A is torsion-free2
abelian, and thus an ordered group, it is easily verified that if V is a
Ž .minimal prime of S A  A which intersects D, then V A  V1 2 1
Ž .Ž .D is a minimal prime ideal of D and V A M A is a prime ideal of1 2
Ž . Ž .Ž .S A  A ; and thus V VD M A . It follows that PD1 2 2
Ž .P A  A D is an intersection of minimal primes of D, all of1 2
which are also G-conjugate. Hence PD contains an intersection of a
full G-orbit of minimal primes of D. So PD contains a -prime Q.
Because P is a minimal prime, the remark after Lemma 4.2 implies that
Ž .PQS PD S. Because of the description of the minimal primes in
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D we get that P is one of the following primes:
 4P  S Q Q  S idl a a , a b , a b ,Ž .1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
 4P  S Q Q  S idl a a , a b , a b .Ž .2 3 4 1 2 1 1 2 2
1Ž .  24Hence X S  P , P , P  Sx .1 2 3
Now we determine S and its minimal primes. For this, note that theP1
 4 1conjugacy class C a b , a b  P . But multiplying each of b a ,1 1 2 2 1 2 2
b1a , a1 b , and a b1 by C gives a subset of S. So2 2 1 1 1 1
b a1 , b1a , a1 b , a b1 U S . 4 Ž .2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 P1
2 Ž . 2  42 2Also x 	U S as C  P and C x  1  S. It follows thatP x 1 x1
S D 	M1M ,P L ŽP .1 1
Ž .where L P is the multiplicatively closed set of ideals I of D that contain1
a G-conjugacy class not contained in P . Furthermore,1
² :D U a , a ,L ŽP . 1 21
² :where U is the unit group of D and the monoid a , a is freeL ŽP . 1 21
abelian. Since a free abelian monoid is a maximal order, it follows that
D is a maximal order satisfying the ascending chain condition onL ŽP .1
ideals. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, S is a maximal order satisfying theP1
ascending chain condition on one sided ideals.
Moreover, the minimal primes of S intersect D nontrivially, andP L ŽP .1 1
Ž .thus using an earlier argument they are generated by the -invariant
 4primes of D . It is easily seen that idl a a is the only such  prime.L ŽP . 1 21
1Ž .  4Thus X S  S a a .P P 1 21 1
1 ² : 1Similarly S D 	M M V a , a 	M M, for some groupP L ŽP . 1 22 2
V. Hence S is a maximal order satisfying the ascending chain conditionP2
1Ž .  4on one sided ideals and X S  S a a . In S we get that a a 	P P 1 2 P 1 22 2 3
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž 1 .U S . Hence G D DU S . Thus T D D 	M S andP 1 P P3 3 3
T is a maximal order satisfying the ascending chain condition on one sided
Ž 1 . 2ideals and Q D D 	Mx is the unique minimal prime ideal of T.
Now, if g	 S , then there exits a G-conjugacy class C contained in S soP3
that Cg S and C P  Sx 2. Let I TC, the ideal of T generated by3
C. Then IQ and Ig T. Hence, I g T. Since I is not contained in
any minimal prime of T we get I T , and thus g	 T. Hence we have
1Ž .  24shown that S G 	M. Therefore X S  S x . So all the local-P 1 P P3 3 3
Žized monoids S have a unique minimal prime and this is in each casePi
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.generated by a normal element of S . We thus get from Theorem 3.5 that
 K S is a noetherian maximal order.
We note a difference with the ring situation. Namely the monoid S isP1
not a localization with respect to an Ore set in S. Indeed, suppose the
contrary. That is, suppose S  S , with C an Ore set in S. SinceP C1
1 Ž . 1b a 	U S we thus get that b a s s 	 C S for some s 	D,2 2 P 2 2 1 2 11 1 ² :s 	M. In particular, b a s 	D. It is easy to see that s  a , b .2 2 2 1 1 1 2
Now, if s 	Db then s  b s for some s 	D. Hence, because a a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
b b ,1 2
b a1s s  b a1 b s s  a s s 	 C.2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
Ž .Consequently a 	U S , a contradiction. So s Db and hence s 	1 P 1 1 11
Ž .Da . It then follows that b s	 C for some s	 S. Therefore, b 	U S ,2 2 2 P1
again a contradiction.
As remarked at the end of Section 2, if T is a Krull monoid with only
Ž . Ž .² :one minimal prime ideal then N T U T n . In the next example we
show that the converse is false. For this we need two lemmas. The first one
is probably well known and it is proved via standard techniques.
LEMMA 4.4. Let S be a monoid which is an order in a group G. Then S is
Ž . Ž . Ž .a maximal order if and only if P : P  P : P  S for all P	 Spec S .l r
Proof. This follows at once from the following fact. If g	G and I is
an ideal of S so that gI I then, using Zorn’s Lemma, there exists a
prime ideal P of S so that I P and gP P.
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose S is a monoid and G SS1 is a finitely generated
Ž .torsion-free abelian-by-finite group. If G gr z S with z p  p , each1 n
Ž .p 	N S , and Sp a prime ideal, then S is a maximal order.i i
ŽProof. Suppose S is not a maximal order. Because of Lemma 4.4 and
.by symmetry we may assume that there exists a prime ideal P of S and
g	G
S such that gP P. Now, because G is torsion-free abelian-by-
  Ž  . Ž .finite, Theorem 1.4 yields that K Q 	 Spec K S if Q	 Spec S . As,
 moreover, G is finitely generated, the classical Krull dimension of K S is
finite. So we can take P a maximal prime ideal of S for which there exists
Ž .1  a1 ana g	G
S with gP P. We know that g z s, z  p  p with1 n
all a  0 and some a  0. If necessary, cancelling some p , we mayi j i
assume that s p S for every i with a  0. Now sP zP p S. Because,i i j
Ž .by assumption, p S is prime, we get P p S as s p S and thusj j j
P p1P S. Soj
s p1P  p1sP p1 zP z p1P ,Ž . Ž .j j j j
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where s, z	 S are p -conjugates of s and z, respectively, and gj
Ž  .1  Ž .z s  S because otherwise g	 S as p is normal .j
As noted in the proof of Lemma 4.4, and by the maximality of P, we get
1 ŽP p P. Thus p P P. Let i be such that p 	 P P is prime andj j i
n .z 	 P for some non-zero n . Then p  p x for some x	 P. Thusi j
Sp  Sp and as these ideals are both minimal primes, it follows thati j
Ž .Sp  Sp . Thus x	U S  P, a contradiction.i j
Ž . Ž .The assumption G gr z S with z p  p , each p 	N S and Sp1 n i i
a prime ideal, is equivalent with S being a unique factorization monoid.
That is, every prime ideal of S contains a prime ideal of the form
Ž .Sp, p	N S . Note that the latter is also equivalent with every irreducible
Ž . Ž  .element of N S generating a prime ideal in S Corollary 2.3 in 16 .
We now consider another action of M on D. The elements x and y act
as
ax a , ax a , b x b , b x b ,1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
a y a , a y a , b y b , b y b .1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
Let us denote this action of M on D by  .
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let  be the congruence relation on D	 M generated
by the relations
x 4 y4 a a  b b , b  xy , b  yx .1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .  Let S D	 M . Then K S is a noetherian maximal order which is
Ž . ² 2:a PI domain, with N S  x and
1  4 2 2X S  P  idl x , a x , a y , P  idl x , a x , a y .Ž .  4  41 2 1 2 1 2
1Ž .  24 1Ž .  24Furthermore, X S  S x and X S  S x .P P P P1 1 2 2
1 Ž  4. 4 xProof. Let BDD and let G gr B x , where x  a a , a1 2 1
 a , ax a , b x b , b x b . So B is a normal subgroup of G and2 2 1 1 2 2 1
GB is a cyclic group of order four. It easily can be verified that G is a
torsion-free group. In G, define y x1 b . Then a , a , b , b , x, y satisfy1 1 2 1 2
all defining relations for S. Therefore we have a natural homomorphism
from S to G. It is readily verified that this is a monomorphism, and hence
we consider S as a submonoid of G.
Ž  24.Let A denote the abelian group gr B x . Clearly A is of finite
² 2:index in G and A S a , a , b , b , x is G-invariant. As A S is1 2 1 2
finitely generated, we obtain that S satisfies the ascending chain condition
on left and right ideals. Any ideal of S contains a power of the central
element x 2. Hence x 2 belongs to any prime ideal of S. Moreover, as
a xSa x Sx 21 2
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 2 4  2 4we get that any prime ideal of S either contains x , a x or x , a x . Also1 2
a xSa y Sx 2 .1 1
So, if a x does not belong to a prime ideal P of S, then a x and a y1 2 1
 2 4belong to P. We now claim that P  idl x , a x, a y is a minimal prime1 2 1
of S. For this we first note that S
 P can be written in generalized matrix1
form
² : ² : 4a , b 
 1 a , b x1 1 1 1  4S
 P   1 .1 ² : ² :  4y a , b a , b 
 11 1 2 2
Using standard matrix arguments it follows that indeed P is a prime ideal1
and thus a minimal prime ideal.
 2 4On the other hand, if a x belongs to a minimal prime P, then x , a x1 1
 P. Since also
a ySa x Sx 2 and a ySa y Sx 22 2 2 1
 4we get that either a y	 P or a x, a y  P. The latter case gives P P .2 2 1 1
 2 4  2 4Thus we may assume x , a x, a y  P. We claim that idl x , a x, a y is1 2 1 2
 2 4a prime ideal of S and thus P  idl x , a x, a y is the only other2 1 2
minimal prime of S. To show that P is a prime ideal it is sufficient to note2
that
² : ² : 4a , b 
 1 a , b y1 2 1 2  4S
 P   1 .2 ² : ² :  4x a , b a , b 
 11 2 2 1
1Ž .  4So we have shown that X S  P , P . Now also note that1 2
P  A idl x 2 , a b , a b 41 1 2 2 1
 idl x 2 , a , b  idl x 2 , a , b 4  41 1 2 2
Q Q1 2
and
P  A idl x 2 , a b , a b 42 1 1 2 2
 idl x 2 , a , b  idl x 2 , a , b 4  41 2 2 1
Q Q3 4
1Ž .  4  4  4with X S A  Q , Q , Q , Q and Q , Q and Q , Q are full1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
orbits under the action of  .
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 4To compute S note that C  a b , a b  P andP a b 1 1 2 2 11 1 1
C b1a , a1 b , a b1 , b a1 , x1a , y1a  S. 4a b 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 21 1
 1 1 1 1 1 1 4Thus b a , a b , a b , b a , x a , y a  S . It follows that2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 P1
S P  P S  S x 2.P 1 1 P P1 1 1
Ž . 1Ž .  24We now show that I P  S P and X S  S P  S x . In-1 P 1 P P 1 P1 1 1 1
Ž .deed, we know from Lemma 2.2 that I P is a prime ideal of S and1 P1
Ž .  4I P  g	G  for some conjugacy class C S, Cg P and C P .1 1 1
Ž .Now let g	 I P and C S a conjugacy class so that Cg P and1 1
C P . Then Cg P  S x 2. So Cx2 g S . As C S, it follows from1 1 P P1 1
2 2 Ž .the definition of S that x g	 S . So g	 S x and therefore I P P P P 11 1 1
2 2 Ž . 2 Ž .S x . As x is in any prime ideal we thus get I P  S x and I P isP 1 P 11 1
the only minimal prime ideal of S .P1
 24Since also G S gr x we get from Lemma 4.5 that S is a maximalP P1 1
1Ž .  24order. Similarly S is a maximal order and X S  S x .P P P2 2 2
Now we show that S S  S . Since S A is G-invariant, we knowP P1 2
from Lemma 2.3 that S  S . The only conjugacy classes in S A thatP ŽP .1 1
 i j i j 4are not contained in P are of the type a b , a b and the only conjugacy1 1 1 2 2
 i j i j4classes in S A that are not contained in P are of the type a b , a b .2 1 2 2 1
So if g	 S  S , then there exists k 1 so thatP P1 2
ak bk , ak bk , ak bk , ak bk g S. 41 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
1 2 1 2  2 4Write g a a b b h with h	 1, x, x , y and  ,  	 Z. If all  , 1 2 1 2 i j i j
 0, then g	 S. We now show that the exponents have to be nonnegative.
For otherwise, suppose  has the largest absolute value among the1
negative  ,  . Now note thati j
      Ž   .11 2 1 2 1 2 2 1a a b b  a a b b bŽ .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2
   11 2 2 1 a a a a bŽ .1 2 1 2 2
 a1 1 a2 1 b 2 11 2 2
and     0. Thus2 1
g a1 1 a2 1 b 2 1 h.1 2 2
If    and    are both positive, then g	 S. So we may assume1 1 2 1
that either    
 0 or    
 0.1 1 2 1
Considering all other cases we get that we may assume that either one
of the  ’s is negative and one of the  ’s is zero; or one of the  ’s is zero
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and one of the  ’s is negative. We deal, for example, with the situation
that   0 and  
 0. Then we know that1 1
ak bk g ak bk a2 b 1 b 2 h	 S.Ž .2 2 2 2 2 1 2
So
ak 2 b 1 b 2k h	 S,2 1 2
and thus
ab bh	 S2 1 2
 2 4for some 
 0,  , 	 Z and h	 1, x, x , y . Therefore
abh	 bS b S b S B 1, x , x 2 , x 3 , y , y3 . 4Ž .2 2 1 1 1
Write
abh b sh , 6Ž .2 2 1
  2 3 34   where s	 S B and h 	 1, x, x , x , y, y . If h h then a b  b s2 2 1
Ž .  	 b S B . However, from the description of D in 2 as a set of words1
in a free group, it easily follows that this is impossible. On the other hand
 Ž . if h h then 6 considered in the group G gives that h and h determine
the same coset of B. Thus either h y and h x 3, or h x and h y3.
In the former case,
ab b x1  ab y b sx 3Ž .1 2 2 1 2 1
and thus
abb  b sx 4	 b S B .Ž .1 2 2 1 1
As before, this yields a contradiction. In the latter case,
ab b y1  ab x b sy3Ž .1 2 1 1 2 1
and thus
abb  b sy4 b sb b .1 2 1 1 1 1 2
  Ž .So a b  b sb 	 b S B , again a contradiction.1 2 1 2 1
Hence we have shown that indeed S S  S . So, by Theorem 3.8,P P1 2 K S is a maximal order.
Ž . ² 2:We now show that N S  x . For this we consider the Z-gradation
on S in which x and y are of degree one, and each a , b is of degree two.i j
So assume
p a1 a2 b 1 b 2 g	N S ,Ž .1 2 1 2
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 2 3 34 ² 2: Žwith g	 1, x, x , x , y, y . To prove p	 x we may suppose cancell-
2 . 2ing a power of x if necessary that p Sx . So g 1, x, or y. Now, there
exists h	 S so that
a1 a2 b 1 b 2 gx ha1 a2 b 1 b 2 g . 7Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .Then h has degree one so h y or x and it also must be in the coset of
Ž . Ž .x with respect to the normal subgroup B . Hence h x. So 7 yields
a1 a2 b 1 b 2 gx a2 a1 b 2 b 1 xg1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
and similarly
a1 a2 b 1 b 2 gy a2 a1 b 2 b 1 yg .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
If g x, then we obtain
a1 a2 b 1 b 2  a2 a1 b 2 b 11 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
and, as xy b and yx b ,1 2
a1 a2 b 11 b 2  a2 a1 b 2 b 11 .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
It follows that b  b , a contradiction. Similarly, g y leads to a contra-1 2
diction. So g 1. Since we also have
a1 a2 b 1 b 2  a2 a1 b 2 b 11 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
it follows that
a2 1 b 2 1  a2 1 b 2 1 .1 1 2 2
Using Anderson’s presentation of D as a submonoid of a free abelian
group of rank four it follows easily that    and    and thus1 2 1 2
k 2Ž . 4 Ž . ² :p	 a a  k 0, 1, 2, . . . . Hence N S  x .1 2
 In 9 the class of type I semigroups was introduced. Their semigroup
algebras behave very much like polynomial algebras, in particular they are
noetherian PI domains which are maximal orders. A special subclass is
  ² :that of binomial monoids S, studied in 13 . Thus, S x , . . . , x and1 n
Ž . Žthe generators are subject to n n 1 2 relations one for each i, j with
.i j of the type x x  x x , where k
 l and i k. Moreover, eachi j k l
Ž .x x , k
 l, appears in one of the relations and the overlaps x x x k l i j k
Ž .x x x , for i j k, do not give rise to new relations in S.i j k
Then S has an abelian-by-finite group of quotients G and S S S  S1 2 r
with each S itself a binomial monoid generated by some of the x , . . . , xi 1 n
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Ž .and the generating sets of S and S , for j i, are disjoint. Also N S i j
² :f , . . . , f , a free abelian monoid, with each f a product of the genera-1 r i
 4tors of S , say x , . . . , x . It turns out that there exists p 1 so thati i i1 k
 p p4x , . . . , x is a full G-conjugacy class. Let P be a minimal prime of S.i i1 k
Rearranging the generators x we may assume that for some k ni
P Sf  Sx  x .1 1 k
² :1 Ž .EXAMPLE 4.7. S  S f , . . . , f  G  G 	 S , with G theP 2 r 2 r 1 i
1Ž .  4group of quotients of S , and X S  f S .i P 1 P
 Proof. Since K S is a noetherian maximal order we know from condi-
Ž .tion M2 in the proof of Theorem 3.5 that
     K S  K G  K S .Ž  .  Z K S 
 K PP
 ² :1 We now show that the latter equals the localization K S f , . . . , f2 r
 of K S .
 ² :1 Indeed, from Theorem 1.3 we know that K S f , . . . , f is the2 r
  1Ž  .intersection of all rings of the type K S , where Q	 X K S isZŽK S .
Q
² :1  such that S f , . . . , f  K S . First suppose Q S, that2 r ZŽK S .
Q
  1Ž .is, Q K SQ and SQ	 X S . We know that Q S Sf fori
 4 Ž ² :1 . Ž .some i. As f , . . . , f U S f , . . . , f U S we thus get that2 r 2 r Q
 i 1 and so Q K P . On the other hand, the height one primes Q for
which Q S are precisely those corresponding to the height
  ² :1one prime ideals of K G , and for these primes, S f , . . . , f 2 r
     K S . As K G is a maximal order we get that K G is theZŽK S .
Q
  1Ž  .intersection of all K S with Q	 X K S and Q S. SoZŽK S .
Q
it follows that
1² :    K S f , . . . , f  K G  K S .Ž  .  Z K S 
 K P2 r
   ² :1  ² :1Thus K S  K S f , . . . , f and therefore S f , . . . , f  S P 2 r 2 r P
Ž . Ž .G  G 	 S , as claimed. Finally, the minimal primes of G  G 	2 r 1 2 r
S are generated by the minimal primes of S . Hence the result follows.1 1
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